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   By:  Jeffrey Bewley, PhD. 
  

 Can you imagine driving down the road with so much junk on your dashboard that you 
couldn’t read the gauges?  You would still be able to drive down the road, but how safe would it 
be to not know what your speed was or how much fuel you had left in your tank.  The dashboard 
was an incredibly simple but useful invention.  It enables drivers to have critical information 
easily available in a visual, understandable format.   
 Often, in the dairy industry, we treat economic decision making like the junk-covered 
dashboard.  We have a general idea about where we are or where we are going (just like we 
would have a general idea of our speed or fuel tank level without a dashboard) but we don’t 
really have a good estimate of the economic situation.  Many businesses are using software to 
create “dashboards” to provide quick, visual, easily understandable decision making tools.  In 
the dairy industry, Dr. David Galligan from the University of Pennsylvania (http://dgalligan.com/) 
and Dr. Victor Cabrera from the University of Wisconsin-Madison (http://dairymgt.info/) have 
introduced the concept of dairy decision making dashboards.   

In recent months, with increased emphasis on milk quality, I developed a simple 
dashboard tool to examine the economic opportunities associated with lowering somatic cell 
count (http://tinyurl.com/SCCCalc or http://www2.ca.uky.edu/afsdairy/MilkQualityCalculator).  
You can open this dashboard in any web browser (i.e. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google 
Chrome, Safari) but you need Adobe Shockwave Player to view the dashboard.  If this software 
is not already installed on your computer, you can download it for free at 
http://get.adobe.com/shockwave/. 
 This UK Milk Quality Economic Opportunity Dashboard calculates the economic 
opportunities for increased revenues through increased milk quality bonuses and increased milk 
production associated with lowering SCC.  The economic opportunity most producers think of 
first is the increased milk price resulting from quality bonuses paid by milk buyers for lower 
SCC.  However, in many cases, the largest economic opportunity comes from reduced milk 
production resulting from higher SCC.  Cows that have a higher SCC simply do not produce as 
much milk as those with a lower SCC because of long-term damage to milk secretory cells.  
Dairy scientists have calculated how much milk is lost with varying SCC levels (using 50,000 
cells/mL as the baseline).   
 On the left side of the dashboard, a producer can enter their farm specific situation.  This 
task can be accomplished either by moving the slider along the line under the input name, 
entering the exact number into the blue circle to the right of the line, or using the up/down 
arrows beside the blue circle to change the input. First, enter the bonus ($/cwt.) that you would 
receive with a lower SCC.    For example, if you are not receiving a bonus at all, but could 
receive a $0.50 bonus if you lowered your SCC to <300,000, you would select $0.50.  Or, if you 
are receiving a bonus of $0.50 but could receive an additional $0.25 by lowering your SCC to 
another threshold, you would select $0.25.  Next, you enter a current milk price, your average 
milking herd size, and your average yearly production level (pounds per cow per day).  Finally, 
you will enter your current somatic cell count along with a realistic goal for lowered SCC.  For 
example, you may currently have a SCC of 600,000 and your interest is in lowering SCC to 
300,000.   
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 On the right side of the dashboard, the monthly and annual value of missed quality 
bonuses, the daily per cow losses in milk production, the monthly and annual value of lost milk 
production, and the total yearly economic opportunity (lost bonus and lost milk production that 
would be observed with a lower SCC.  It is really quite amazing how quickly these numbers add 
up.  Let’s look at two different examples.  In the first example, the missed bonus opportunity is 
$0.50 per cwt. with a milk price of $15.00/cwt. for a herd of 85 cows producing 65 pounds per 
cow per day.  This herd currently has a SCC of 400,000 with a goal of reducing SCC to 
250,000.  The total yearly economic opportunity for this scenario is $14,794.27.  In the second 
example, the missed bonus opportunity is $0.25 per cwt. with a milk price of $20.00/cwt. for a 
herd of 300 cows producing 80 pounds per cow per day.  This herd currently has a SCC of 
200,000 with a goal of reducing SCC to 100,000.  The total yearly economic opportunity for this 
scenario is $55,160.63.  Obviously, the economic opportunity increases as missed bonus 
opportunity, milk price, herd size, milk production level, and current somatic cell count increase 
and as goal somatic cell count decreases. 
 These are just examples of how the UK Milk Quality Economic Opportunity Dashboard 
calculates the economic opportunity associated with lowered SCC.  But, the real value of the 
dashboard occurs when your farm-specific situation is used.  Is it time to look down at the 
gauges on your somatic cell count dashboard? 
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